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Ever thought you could spot a fib better than a kid? Find out on The Big Fib. A new 
Disney+ game show, hosted by Yvette Nicole Brown and featuring Rhys Darby as her 
robot sidekick, C.L.I.V.E. In each episode of this comedy game show, a kid starts by 
playing a warm-up round where a silly liar and an authentic expert share fabulous fibs 
and fun facts. Starring up and coming comedic talent, this round is played for laughs as 
well as always having a nugget of real information about the topic be it ice-cream, tree-
climbing or toy design. Next our kid contestant plays the main round where they 
question an expert who’s paired with a really good liar on the same topic. It’s up to our 
kid to find the fibber. There are visual clues, fascinating props, a hot seat round of 
rapid-fire questions and various topics, including jellyfish, venom and killer plants. The 
show culminates with the expert and liar standing under the Fib Foam machine to await 
their fate. If our kid chooses correctly, the liar gets foamed. The Big Fib is full of 
outrageous truths that sound like lies and audacious lies that sound like the truth.  

The series is hosted by star Yvette Nicole Brown and will feature kid contestants.  

“The Big Fib” is produced by Haymaker TV with Aaron Rothman, Josh Halpert, Irad 
Eyal, Leigh Hampton, and Yvette Nicole Brown serving as executive producers. The 
series is based on podcast by Gen-Z media. 
 
“The Big Fib” premieres May 22nd, streaming only on Disney+. 
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Cast: Host, Yvette Nicole Brown  

 Features Rhys Darby 

Executive Producers: Aaron Rothman, Josh Halpert, Irad Eyal, Leigh Hampton  

Co- Executive Producer: Micole Savini 

Producer: Yvette Nicole Brown 

Production Company: Haymaker TV  
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